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. News Editor
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CSU Accountability
Adriana Vargas
Staff Writer
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Students and faculty of
CSUSB united to remember those
lost in the Virginia Tech tragedy at
a candlelight vigil on Thursday,
April 19.
Enrichment Through Action
(ETA), Associated Students
Incorporated (ASI), African
Student Alliance (ASA) and
Student Housing -collaborated to
put on the event.
"When I first heard about it I
knew something had to be done.
We needed to pay homage and
respect," ETA president Johnathan
Billinger said. "We know that after
the event they had a lot of unity
and we wanted to bring that unity
here, o we came up with the
vigil."
Thirty-three candles shaped
in a "VT" were the first lit at the
vigil to represent the 33 people
who lost their lives in the tragedy
on Monday, April 16.
A three minute 32 second
moment of silence was also held
in honor of the 33 total lives lost
and the 32 victims of the shooter..
With a rendition of Boyz II
Men's "It's so Had to Say Goodbye
to Yesterday" sang by Bral,llio
Ar~her, President Karnig and several other students speaking the
whole event had an atmosphere of

unity.
"Something happened 3,000
miles away and we feel connect-
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CSUSB President Albert Karnig and his wife, Marilyn, join students for a group photograph at the
end of the candlelight vigil held in honor of those who lost their Lives in the tragedy at Virginia Tech.
ed," President Karnig said.
one of more events where we can
Porsche Bowie said.
Others voiced their opinion have different ethnic group and
Some students felt stunned by
that this tragedy should be used to social classes and everyone on the events that unfolded at
learn to come together ourselves.
campus coming together."
Virginia Tech.
"This campus needs to come
Many students were touched
"I was really impacted when I
together because it could have by the fact that the victims were
heard the story, it was mind-bogbeen us. They were college stu- students and professors just like gling to me just in general, the fact
dents and professors," ETA vice them and their own instructors.
that his [the shooter's] actions
president Juan Young said. "ETA
"The fact that they were col- were ignored for so long and that
is an organization that focuses on , lege students like me, just trying it was able to become so horrible,"
unifying the students on the cam- to get their education, strikes me CSUSB student Bryan Singleton
pus. I hope that this vigil will be the most," CSUSB student Continued on Pg. 2

CSUSB's
Kevin Manning
Staff Writer

The Virginia Tech campus
was rocked April 16 when student
Cho Seung-Hui shot and killed at
least 33 people including himself.
Two others were killed but
authorities have yet to confirm he
killed them.
In the wake of the shooting
CSUSB campus police have
bumped up security with extra

ne~

plan for security

officers patrolling.
"We have put out extra
patrols," Lt. Jimmie Brown said.
"We will continue this for a
month."
As for security, students feel
relatively safe attending cias's.
"I feel safe. I'm a little nervous. I'm a little cautious," Liberal
studies major Dania Serrano said.
"I see police all over camp\JS."
The Virginia Tech shooting
brings a cloud over the tight-nit
college community that was she!-
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Flags were flown at half mast to honor and remember those
who lost their lives at Virginia Tech.

tered from what is happening outside them.
"Universities are not fortresses and as perhaps the most open of
institutions, it's possible for even a
single deranged person to ·cause
great havoc and human loss,"
CSUSB President Albert Kamig
said in an e-mail sent out to faculty and students.
The campus sits at the end of
University parkway which is a
mile and a half stretch of .road
leading from the 215 freeway, the
major roadway for students coming and going.
The school backs up against
the San Bernardino Mountains
leaving only one direction to go
leaving campus.
There are four exists from
which students can exit in case of
an emergency according to
Brown: Coyote Dr., . ~errano Dr.,
University Parkway, Sierra Dr.
and Fairview Dr.
The school has not had to deal
with the violence that has occurred
at several other schools in the
Southland.
In 1976 at Cal State
University Fullerton Edward
Charles Allaway shot nine people
in the library and in 1994 Khallid
Abdul Muhamad, a spokesman for
he Nation ofTslam, was shot at UC
Riverside after he gave a speech.
Jn recent years CSUSB has
had to deal with natural emergencies such as, fire, snow and wind.
Back in October of 2003 San

Bernardino County dealt with two
fires, the Old Fire which destroyed
91 ,000 acres and the Grand Prix
Fire which charred another
70,000.
Last quarter the campus
closed halfway through the first
day of classes due to high winds in
the area.
The administration put out an
e-mail to all students using its new
e-mail policy that went into effect
last quarter.
"I think it was pretty effective. We also put out an announcement on the radio," President
Karnig said in a telephone interview.
Those that did not have
access to their e-mail accounts
were notified by staff in the buildings, according to Diaz.
"Each building has a coordinator that notifies the people in the
building incase of an emergency,"
Diaz said.
The police department was
directing traffic out of the parking
lots which were jammed packed
with students trying to leave.
"It worked out really well. We
had no problems getting people
out of here," Brown said. ·
Virginia Tech is being criticized for not notifying its students
soon enough about the shooting
and the response time it took for
campus police to respond.
The University sent out four
e-mails to students detailing what
Continued on Pg. 3
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As faculty bargain for better
salaries and better benefits,
numerous CSU administrators
receive additional compensation
long after leaving the system.
"Last fall, the CSU Trustees
awarded campus presidents and
top
administrators
in
the
Chancellor's Office 19 percent
increases in compensation -including salary increases averaging 13.7 percent per person,"
according to the California
Faculty Association's (CFA) web1
site.
Due to these additional compensations, The Joint Legislative
Audit Committee voted unanimously to explore CSU's spending
practices on Aprill7, 2007.
Senator Leland Yee, author of
Senate Bill (SB) 190, believes that
the secrecy within the CSU governing boards needs to end and
that his bill will provide the public
with the democratic access they
deserve on CSU matters.
The bill requires all compensation packages to be voted on by
committees and sub-committees
of the California State University
Board of Trustees.
It also calls for the University
of California Regents to use an
open forum when discussing
appointments, employment, salary
and benefit increases.
It also requires a full description of the compensation package
with accompanying justifications
as to why the . package is being
given.
In the past, CSU Trustees
have been criticized ·for denying
public oversight of decisions concerning compensation packages
for top university administrators.
According to Senator Yee's
website, the bill comes after
numerous audits, lawsuits and
other revelations that have found
that some top executives were
paid more than what the public
was told and that the CSU failed to
receive public approval of com-

pensation packages give'n to top
executives.
Last year, Yee proposed a
similar bill, Assembly Bill 775,
which faced opposition by senators . .
It was brought to a halt in the
Senate Appropriations Committee.
Lieutenant
California
Governor John Garamendi, exmember of the CSU Board of
Trustees urged caution about the
pay increases voted by his fellow
board members.
He also spoke against the proposed 10 percent student fee
increase.
"A student fee increase is
nothing but a tax on students,"
Garamendi said.
The CFA adamantly opposes
student fee hikes and urges the
CSU leadership to push the
Legislature to provide money to
cover the proposed I 0 percent
increase on student fees.
Over the last four years, student fees have increased 75 percent.
Some CSUSB students like
David Amaya understand fee
hikes are part of the yearly cycle,
but feel like they need and deserve
answers.
"They (CSU Executives) need
to come out clear with the truth
· because the money being rewarded to executives and administrators long after they have left the
system is taking away from student's benefits," Amaya said.
The CFA fears that the CSU
will place blame upon the faculty's
efforts to receive a higher pay to
justify the intended student fee
increase.
Bills such as SB 190 are
intended to shed some light on
how CSU distributes money to
executives within the system.
It is believed that efforts like
this one bring transparency to how
the CSU awards money to its
executives.
The
Coyote
Chronicle
attempted to contact a spokesperson from the CSU. No one was
available for comments.

~~~~--

Courtesy_of PR for Senator Leland Vee

Senator Leland Yee speaks about SB 190, the bill he authored to
bring. transparency to csu compensation packages.
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What's in your water
filtered water is primarily tap
water but it tastes different
because ofthe extra filtering.
"I don't drink tap water
Tap water is just as good as
because I just don't like the way it
tastes. Maybe it's just in my area
and in some cases better than bottled water, according to the Water
but the water is a little discolored
and it looks gross to me," sophoResources Institute (WRI) and the
more Claudia Quila said.
CSUSB students that participated
Quila was surprised to hear
in a taste test during Water
Awareness Week.
that tap water was ranked highly.
Students participated in a
San Bernardino City tap
"blind" taste test of four regionally
water received 26 percent of the
votes which ranked it at second
available sources of drinking
place among the other water
water and decided which one they
choices. Tap water is municipal
thought tasted best.
Water choices were: Glacier
water and is highly regulated with
filtered water, San Bernardino
oversight by both the federal and
City tap water, Dasani Bottled
state governments. This water
goes through a minimum threeWater and Arrowhead Mountain
Spring water.
level treatment process.
According to the WRI, water
With 33.7 percent of the
votes, the Glacier filtered water _ agencies are required to test the
tasted the best to students. Glacier
compound levels jn the tap water
Melanie Hunter
Staff Writer

Melanie Hunter/Chronicle
Glacier filtered water placed first in the WRI water taste test held at
CSUSB. ·

quarterly and are required to publish a detailed water quality report
annually. Tap water is the only
source
regulated
by
the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).
Regardless of the regulations
imposed by the EPA, CSUSB senior Loria Willoughby prefers to
drink bottled water.
"I would hope students would
pick the bottled water, Aquafina
preferably. I don't drink tap water
ifl can help it," Willoughby said.
"With tap water, the plants are
supposed to inspect it daily however depending on the areas you
live in it's just not really that
clean."
Bottled water, specifically
Dasani, ranked third with 21.5
percent of the votes. Unlike tap
water, bottled water is regulated
by
the
Food
and
Drug
Administration (FDA) because it
is viewed as a beverage.
According to the WRI, at the
national level the FDA is responsible for bottled water safety but the
FDA's rules exempt waters that
are packaged and sold within the
same state which account for
between 60 and 70 percent of all
bottled water sold in the United
States.
That means that bottled water
does not have the same oversight
that municipal water receives and
is not required to report annually
to its customers about the compounds in the water.
With 18.6 percent of votes,
Arrowhead Mountain Spring bottled water ranked fourth place.
Spring water is water from an
underground formation from
which water flows naturally to the

surface of the earth but the actual
source of water is not always
made clear as some bottled water
marketing is misleading implying
the water comes from pristine
sources when it does not.
According to WRI, FDA rules
allow bottlers to call their product
"spring water" even though it may
be brought to the surface using a
pumped well and it may be treated
with chemicals or preservatives
that can cause allergic reactions in
those with certain food allergies.
The value of water and its
components are important nationally because of potential po1lution
issues with plastic bottles being
littered which contributes to pollution according to Lisa P ierce, a
research assistant at WRL
"We take for granted that we
can just tum on the faucet and
drink tap water. Most countries
don't have that," Pierce said.
"They don't have the infrastructure
base to produce water through the
tap, so bottled water is a godsend
for other countries."
Suzie Earp, the historian
archivist at WRI, agreed with
Pierce's response.
"Water standards in other
countries are not as high as ours so
they use bottled water to supersede the standards of their own
country's," Earp said. "Our standards are certainly the highest in
the world. Every water district in
California meets and exceeds the
standards."
"I drink tap wate~ because it's
easiest and I know that it's safe
because I work in the water industry. I know that all the tests they do .
on our water are the highest," Earp
said.

Corrections

CHAPMAN
U IVERSITY COLLEGE
I LAND EMPIRE

The April 16, 2007 article
entitled "KRS-One Apologetic "
contained incorrect information.
The Santos Manuel Student
Union Operations Manager is
Aaaron D. Burgess.
A quote made by hip-hop
artist KRS-One was incorrectly
attributed to the Temple of HipHop's Malik-One.

Classifieds
Christian Dancers
"Praise His Name With
Dance" Call 909-793-8925 for
information or visit www.sonlightdance.org. Mary Margaret
Bawden, director. BA modern
dance: UC Riverside; MA worship: emphasis in dance. A
ministry of Trinity Evangelical
Free Church Redlands, CA
92373
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Alpha Learning Centers
needs 60 Tutors immediately!
Jurupa/Riverside/Moreno
Valley R~gions . $15.00+ per
hour. 90 quarter units req.
Tutoring at off-site facilities.
Must have clean background
and dependable transportation. 951-369-5282

5038 Wyche Ct. San
Bernardino, 5 bed/3 bath.
$2200/month. 909-881-5858.

House for Rent
5764 N. Louise St. San
Bernardino, 3 bed/2 bath,
pool. $2000/month. 909-8814858.

Moreno Vall~

-Ontario

Room for Rent

1 ~' lnlanJ Emrma Bh·J

One mile from CSUSB campus, nice neighborhood, nice
home, furnished common
.area, includes cable, DSL,
wireless internet, laundry
room. $475.00/month. 909887-5004.
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VT Candlelight Vigil
said.
Most sentiments expressed at
the vigil spoke of learning, reaching out to one another, and uniting.
"We need to be more whole-

CSUSB students light 33 candles
vigil held on Thursday night.
some ourselves, be more thoughtful ourselves, we need to be more
caring and to reach out more so
than we typically do," Kamig said.
"A single person, even though
there were interventions, still fell
through the cracks. That's the
telling point that any one of us
who fall through the cracks can
have enormous consequenc~s."
The amount of students who
came to show their support and
sympathy for the victims and their

Inci~ent

families was surprising.
"I'm really impressed by the
number of students that turned
out," Karnig said. "And 1 could
tell from their faces and their body

James Smart/Chronicle Advisor
in the shape of a "VT" at the
language that it was a meaningful
experience for them."
The vigil concluded with a
prayer where all those in attendance were asked to hold hands
and bow their heads.
"I wish the· students would
leave here hearts and minds
changed, knowing that life is
short,". Young said. "Value the
ories who are close to you because
it may be their last time or your
last time."

Reports

Date: 03-28-2007
Incident: Stalking - Harassment
Description : At approximately
5:30 p.m., officers were dispatched to a reported stalking and
harassment call near University
Apartments, building #2. Upon
there arrival, both students were
contacted and counseled. At the
time of contact, the victim was not.
desirous of prosecution.

months.
Date: 04-09-07
Incident: Embezzlement
Description: At approximately
3:·18 p.m., a Dean reported that a
faculty member embezzled funds
from the Foundation Department.
The embezzlement occurred
between 2004 and 2007. The faculty member was employed in the
University HaiL

Date: 04-09-07
. Incident: Expired vehicle registration over six months
Description : At approximately
2:03 p.m., an officer impounded a
student's vehicle that was parked
at the turnout _north of Serrano
Village Drive. The vehicle's registration was exp.ired over six

Date: 04-09-07
Incident: Abandoned vehicle
Description: At approximately
6:47 p.m., an officer towed and
stored a vehicle abandoned at the
El Polio Loco Parking Lot at the
manager's request; due to a 72
hour notification left on the vehicle.
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More opportunity for college grads
Andrew Burdick
Staff Writer

A recent survey conducted by
CareerBuilder.com reveals that
there is an upward trend for job
prospects and starting salaries for
recent college graduates.
The study shows that 42 percent of hiring managers expect to
increase starting salaries for recent
college graduates in 2007 and only
four percent plan on decrea ing
them.
The survey further shows that
36 percent of hiring managers plan
to offer around $30,000 to
$40,000, compared to 28 percent

in 2006.
The reason for this trend is
said· to be a result of the skilled
labor force becoming smaller and
the demand for educated workers
increasing according to Brent
Rasmussen, chief operating officer of CareerBuilder.com.
"The fact that nearly one-infive hiring managers plans to hire
more than I00 recent college graduates this year makes for a very
positive outlook for these young
workers," Rasmussen said.
The result of this is that hiring
managers are spending more time
seeking out recruits from universities.
Its effects have been seen on

the Cal State San Bernardino campus where hiring managers from
many companies have come to
hire graduates.
Companies such as Target,
Fed Ex, UPS and others have been
represented on the CSUSB campus for the purpose of recruiting.
Many students wonder how
they will be able to stand out to
these potential employers. Often
the question is asked about the
necessity of having a good GPA.
The study showed one-third
of the hiring managers surveyed
require at least a 3.0 GPA and onein-ten is shown to require a 3.5
and above.
Paul Esposito has been the

Andrew Burdick/Chronicle

The Career Development Center offers many different tools to help on the path to a career, including this table that offers information alrout jobs currently available to students.

Interim
Career
Counselor
CSUSB for thirty
Coordinator
years.
"It becomes very difficult for
employers to base the capability of
a possible employee by putting so
much weight and emphasis on
GPA," Esposito said.
Esposito further notes that
even If you have a sub-par GPA
the opportunity for you to acquire
certain jobs are still possible if you
know how to sell yourself.
"The difficulties that many
students face when entering the
work-force is the confidence and
preparation when trying to get a
job," Esposito said.
Based upon his : personal
experiences Esposito feels that
generally, "related work-experience is not required but having
any work-experience is very helpfuL"
Of course it i!l always more
appealing to the hiring managers
that graduate would have experience in the work that they are
applying for.
However, volunteer work as
well as part-time work can help a
student's resume stand out just as
welL
"About 75-80 percent of students at CSUSB hold either a parttime or full-time job1" Esposito
said, showing that there are many
students who cannot spend the
ideal amount of time on their
school-work due to certain circumstances.
Though students working
through the Cal State studentwdrk program can only work up to
twenty hours a week, those who
work off-campus can find themselves working one or two jobs
and working thirty to forty hours a
week.
The CSUSB career development program has made it
their priority to provide students with the correct tools
and training to help students
with just 'about anything to
prepare them for their future
career.

at
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Student Bonus Cash

S500

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

From Ford
Additional savings just for college and trade
school students, recent grads and grad students.

Go ahead, give yourself an early graduation present. You've worked hard
for it. Receive $500 in additional s~vings just for college and trade school
students, recent grads and grad students on all Ford vehicles.• That's on top
of all current incentives! Your future is already looking bright.

Learn more about the Student Bonus
Cash Offer at www.fordcollegehq.com
...

Southern California Ford Dealers

\j
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CSPSB emergency plans

(I

I

Kevin Manning/Chronicle

There are many Code Blue Emergency Phones around the campus to use in case of emergency.
was happening.
such old fashion ideas as alarms,"
"We are in the process of Kaming said.
looking over its emergency plan,"
The school has several emerDr. Karning said. "We have gency plans worked out that are
already had some meetings."
available on the web site
The school is also looking www.adminfin.csusb.edu/police/e
into a telephone system for notify- oc.htm.
ing students as well as text mesThe most troubling emergertsaging, according to Dr. Karning.
cies CSUSB has to face are mitural
"I have asked a small group of due to it sitting in a valley suctelecommunications people to cumbing to runoff from the mounconsider different tools to apply tains, brush fires and earthquakes.

Cancer Awareness
Jasmine Hunter
Staff Writer

Continuing their long history
with the community the American
Cancer Society (ACS) is currently
enrolling volunteers into their
third long-term follow-up cancer
study.
The third Cancer Prevention
Study is to better understand certain genetic, environmental and
lifestyle factors contributing to
and helping prevent cancer.
Volunteers can enroll into this
study during the Society's Relay
For Life which takes place at
Santiago High School in Corona,
Calif. on June 23, 2007.
They hope_to enroll 500,000
people who have been diagnosed
with cancer.
These patients are asked to
make a long-term commitment to
the study for the next. 20 to 30
years.
Founded in 1913 the ACS
now has 13 regional divisions and
local offices in 3,400 different
communities.
Their reputation for serving
the community has resulted in millions of volunteers and supports
nationwide.
The ACS is dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health
problem in the US.
They are saving lives, dimin• ishing suffering and preventing
cancer through research, education; advocacy and service.
There are currently an estimated 54,340 California residents,
including more than 5,500 in the
Inland Empire, who are expected
to die of cancer.
According to ACS, young
adults, between the ages of 19-35
stand to take a large percentage of
that total.
"First things first, cancer
knows no age," retired RN and
colon cancer patient Norma
Jenkins said. "Most of the time the
doctor will reCOlll11Jend a [testing]
schedule · for the age group.
Personally I think that you should
be tested every year."
Poor nutrition, smoking and
tanning habits as well as alcohol
abuse is putting more than 70 percent of young adults at risk.
This means that many young
adults will be diagnosed with
some form of cancer by the age of

40.
In California, there are currently 60.6 percent of young
adults that are overweight and/or
demonstrate unhealthy eating
habits and an additional 24.4 per:cent that are regular smokers.
Not to mention that a substantial amount of young adults consume two or more alcoholic beverages daily which furthers their risk
of kidney cancer.
Young adults are at greater
risk due to lack of knowledge.
Most young men are aware
that prostate exams start at age 50
but they don't know that they can
request them now from their doctor as part of a routine visit.
women are aware that

IS suggested that mammograms
begin at age 40 but very few
young women know that now they
can help eliminate their risk by
doing at-home breast exams.
There's also human papilla~
mavirus (HPV) which is currently
the most common sexually transmitted infection in the US a·ccording to the ACS.
There are approximately 6.2
million men and women who
become infected each year.
It's reported 70 percent of all
cervical cancer cases are a result
ofHPV.
There is currently a vaccine
available for women up to age 26.
"Listen to your body!" Norma
Jenkins said.
The ACS asks that everyone
educate themselves.
You can visit their website at
www.cancer.org for more information on prevention, speci~l
events and support groups.
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Campus News
Greek Week is here!

April 23, 2007

..

Courtesy of Jorge Medina

Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon practice a pass to prepare themselves for Greek Week.
Joshua Tomas Gutierrez
Thursday, April 26 marks the quarter include Zeta Tau Alpha
Staff Writer
kick-off for the much awaited sorority , Alpha Delta P\ sorority ,
Greek Week, where sororities and Kappa Delta sorority, Alpha Phi
fraternities face-off in rigorous sorority , the co-ed fraternity Delta
· games designed for athletes, and Sigma Chi , Lambda Theta Alpha,
Break out your togas and
Latin Sorority, Inc. and a comathletic gear. Greek Week 2007 is the not-so-athletic, alike.
Women participating this bined team of women from the
here again.

National Pan-Hellenic Council May 5 at 2 p.m. in the Student
(NPHC).
_Union. Lip sync is a separate
The first event for the sorority event, with its own point scale and
women, following the kick-off award ceremony. It involves acts
event, is on Saturday, April 28th, from each of the sororities and frawhich has the teams facing off for ternities.
soccer on the athletic fields.
"I am really looking forward
On the following day, the to Greek Week because it gives me
teams will play volleyball in the a chance to bond with my sorority
Coussoulis Arena, followed by a sisters and compete in sports." said
two-day break period on Monday first-year participant Natalie
and Tuesday.
Fajardo, member of ZTA.
Although the dates for the
Events will resume on
Wednesday, May 2 with a barbe- sorority games have been schedcue on the library lawn to reignite uled, the time of the events are tentative and will be announced durGreek spirit
The event is co-ed and is ing the week.
The fraternities involved this
designed to bring all the Greek
community together. That night, year include Sigma Phi Epsilon
sporting events will resume with fraternity , Delta Sigma Phi frater.nity, Sigma Chi fraternity, Sigma
dodge ball.
The final sport for women is Nu fraternity , and co-ed fraternity
softball, played Thursday, May 3 Delta Sigma Chi.
Friday, April 27th begins the
on the softball fields. The game
will be followed by a Greek speak- events withldodge ball at 3 p.m. in
er in the Santos Manuel Student the Coussoulis Arena.
Football begins at 9 a.m. on
Union at 8 p.m.
_
Lip sync begins Saturday, the following day, and will be

played on the athletic fields.
Finishing off the first week is
softball, played on Sunday, April
29th on the softball fields. The
games will begin at 9 a.m.
After a two-day break on
Monday and Tuesday, and co-ed
events on Wednesday and
Thursday, sports will conclude on
Friday, May 4th, with basketball
played at 3 p.m. in the Coussoulis
Arena.
Unlike former Greek Weeks,
co-ed teams will be formed to raise
money for their philanthropies and
to promote Greek unity.
"We have decided to move
away from CSUSB's traditional
Greek Week system because it
only involved sports and was
focused on the individual organizations, rather than the Greek system as a whole," IFC President and
Sigma Chi member Jason
Frederickson said.
"Our focus is on drawing people together and helping our communities."

Closer to a greener campus
Jennifer Minter
Staff Writer

There are even places to recycle old cell phones and ink cartridges, which contribute to C02
emission.
"The program was able to
have timers installed on the arcade
games in the SMSU. With the

program coordinator for the Green
Campus Program, said.
Fossil fuel is responsible for
the largest emission of carbon
dioxide, which is a green house
gas.
"Once fossil fuels are used

The Green Earth Club and
Green Campus program gathered
outside the Santos Manuel Student
Union (SMSU) to kick off Earth
Week on April I 7, 2007.
·The goal or rne Green Barth
Club is to promote energy conserUse energy star products.
vation and efficiency, water conservation and recycling.
Use daylight instead of electrical
The Green Campus Program
lighting when possible.
is led by students.
"We work to educate students
on campus about saving energy,"
Turn off computers during the night.
Ashley O'Neill, a program coordinator for the Green Campus
Unplug cell phone chargers when not
Program said, "There are so many
charging your phone.
ways to do this, and they're all so
simple."
The first 500 students to stop
Avoid leaving the refrigerator and freezer doors open.
by the tables received a mug made
from recycled plastic. These mugs
Unplug curling and straightening irons
were given out to encourage stuand hair dryers.
dents to recycle.
Those who received the free
campus mugs will also receive 80
Do laundry during off peak hours (morning/night).
cent refills all over campus. By ·
using the mugs, students will be
Take the stairs instead of the elevator.
helping to reduce campus waste
from throw-away containers.
timers the games turn off when there are no more left, it takes
"There are recycling bins all everyone goes homeI and unneces- many years to create and it releasover campus," Marcie Horsky, sary energy waste is stopped," es many harmful chemicals into
President of the Green Earth Club, O'Neill said.
the atmosphere," Harris said.
said. "In the buildings there are
"By saving energy you are
Individuals can do their part to
bins to recycle paper and card- decreasing the use of C02, which ensure CSUSB stays green and
board.
is a fossil fuel," Oksana Harris, healthy.

Ways to Conserve Energy

"Recycle. Cut down on waste,
reuse your plastic containers,"
Horsky said.
Easy tasks to help conserve
energy like turning off lights are
often forgotten.
"Turn off lights when you
feave a room. Avoid phantom
loads," O'Neill said, "To avoid
these loads use power strips and
tum them off."
"Screen savers are not conserving energy .Set your computer
to hibernate, that will help conserve energy," O'Neill said.
With summer around the corner and temperatures beginning to
rise, energy use will also be on the
rise.
To avoid excessive use of
electricity consider using energy
start products. "Using energy star
products will save energy and save
money," Harris said.
By using compact fluorescent
lamps (CFL) one can save energy
and money. A 23 watt CFL emits
the same amount of light as a 100
watt bulb.
"Using CFL will reduce C02
emmision, " O'Neill said.
To find out more ways
of conserving energy, visit the
Environmental Education Resource
Center at PL-277, call the Green
Earth Club at (909) 5375681, or call the Green Carrp..s
Program at (909)' 537-3133.

Courtesy of Jerrod Fish

All smiles at Alpha Delta Pi's annual Bid-a-Cheerleader

Cheering for cash
Elizabeth Tomzik
Ca"}pus News Editor

President Anjanette McKinney
stepped as far as auctioning off
themselves as a date to the sororities annual formal, Diamond Ball,
Alpha Delta Pi sorority raised for the cause.
nearly $4,000 in two hours.
The highest bidder of the
"Tonight, you will have a night was a collective effort of
chance to bid on some of the most Sigma Phi Epsilon, who bought
spirited che~rleaders," said Ashley Rentschler for $400.
Baugh, emcee and Recruitment
"It's all for a good cause!"
Vice President of Alpha Delta Pi.
said Jerrod Fish, member of·Sigma
Alpha Delta Pi raised $3,934 Phi Epsilon.
for their national philanthropy,
McKinney received the secThe Ronald McDonald House.
ond highest winning bid from
The sorority auctioned off its Armando Jones of Sigma Chi, for
members to the fraternities of $300.
Alpha Phi Alpha, Delta Sigma Chi,
Greek Week will be held
Delta Sigma Phi, Sigma Chi, Thurs., April 27 to Sat, May 5.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Nu and
Dodgeball, softball, soccer are
Tau Kappa Epsilon as their own just a few of the sporting events
personal cheerleaders for Greek that these CSUSB fraternities and
Week. Whether it maybe providing sororities will be competing in.
them with snacks or attending their
Nationally, Alpha Delta Pi has
sporting events, the women plan to been supporting The Ronald
beattheirfraternities event to McDonald House since 1979.
cheer them on.
The House provides '"a
The women enticed the frater- home-away-from-home' for the
nity members to buy them by pro- families of seriously ill children
viding them with sports gift bas- who are receiving treatment at
kets if they placed the highest bid. nearby
hospitals,"
states
Some baskets even included www.AiphaDeltaPi.org
tickets to a 66er's baseball game.
Today, Alpha Delta Pi has
President Genevie Rentschler nationally risen over $2 million for
and Membership Education Vice the Ronald McDonald House.

Courtesy of Jerrod Fish

Ladies of Alpha Delta Pi pause from bidding to strike a pose .
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Ch.annel ''surfing''
network. Then all they'd have to
say is "Sanjaya Malakar" when
Americ~n Idol is airing and the
channel would change to it.
TV started out requiring the
For the remote to know what
twisting of a knob to change a you are talking to however, you
channel. However when people must first say "surfboard" and then
started getting sick of tossing their it will respond to the voice comTV dinner to the side, climbing out mand you want such as
of the couch and walking that 3- "Sportscenter"
or
"Sanjaya
yard marathon to the TV, someone Malakar."
decided to invent the remote conA Lakers fan was asked if
trol.
she'd like it if all she had to say
Now with the recent invention was "Lakers away game" (which
of a voice-activated and hands-free would represent KCAL) or
universal remote we are given the "Lakers home game" (which
ability to achieve maximum lazi- would represent FSN) whenever
ness.
she wanted to watch a game.
For about $5~ this remote,
"I really only watch two
called Surfboard, makes it so things on TV and that's American
sports fans are never given the Idol and Lakers games. I know
daunting task of pressing 0-0-6 to what channels those are on so it
watch Sportscenter again.
would be silly for me to buy a
The viewer simply calls out, remote just fo~ the reason that T
Sportscenter and the TV obeys.
could tell it ,vh.at to do rather than
Surfboard allows you to say . just push a couple buttons."
any phrase you want into the
In addition to changing a
remote and assign that phrase to channel, Surfboard can also be
any channel you want.
taught to tum on your TV, play a
For instance, those who can't DVD or control the volume by the
miss a second of American Idol voice command of your choice.
need only to utter the name of their The remote is also compatible with
favorite contestant into the remote Tivo.
and have that name r~tpresent Fox
It is not mandatory to only use
Matt Faulkner

Staff Writer

DeAnna Yslas/Chronicle

Kinesiology student Carlos Perdomo takes body fat measurements for student Eric Reynoso.

Healthy and safe at CSUSB
ness about hepatitis C.
"College students are at a
higher risk because they get tat- .
Counseling, as well as many toos, piercings, practice unsafe
other services were discussed at sex," Franco said.
Alcoholics Anonymous had
the Health.and Safety Fair on April
volunteers
presenting materials
2007. This week it was an unusualand
information
on the different
ly hot topic at the fair because of
effects on alcohol. An anonymous
the Virginia Tech tragedy.
"This week has been hectic volunteer states that women and
because of the Virginia Tech teens are affected differently to
Massacre, it made people pretty alcohol.
"Helping others keeps us
edgy," counselor Terry Schmitt.
sober
one more time," said the
Ph.O. said. "I'm impressed w1th
the supportive response to the anonymou volunteer. "We remain
campus for both students and anonymous for egotistical prevenstaff."
tion. Social status, age, race, sexuThe CSUSB Psychological al orientation and lifestyle is irrelCounseling Center provided infor- evant."
mation about their center that is
"For every 8 ounces of beer,
available for both students and there is one ounce of alcohol," said
staff. The CSUSB nursing pro- Bob Richards from the Jurupa 12
gram tested blood pressure, pro- Step Recovery for alcoholic and
vided information about Sudden drug 'addicts. While handing out
Infant Death Syndrome (SID) and coloring books he said, "The
Hepatitis.
younger you can get children, they
The department of kinesiolo- better it is because they get a better
gy measured body fat percentages. understanding."
They informed students of what
The
County
of
San
the normal range of body fat per- Bernardino
Public
Health
centage is and gave estimates of Department Alcohol and Drug
their measurements.
Abuse Prevention program provid"Heart disease is the number ed DUI information. They also
one killer of Americans," senior educated young adults about the
Jennie Franco said. "It's a silent risks of driving drunk.
Lorna
killer; most people don't know
Linda
University
they have it."
Medical Center gave t-shirts to
Franco said that because hep- students who receivicJ a free health
atitis A and B already have vac- screening. Information was procines, they are emphasizing aware- vided such as treatment for
DeAnna Yslas
Staff Writer

anorexia and bulimia, outpatient
programs for adults and adolescents, beh.avioral health and chemical dependency services.
San
Bernardino
Sexual
Assault Services provided information on sexual assault, rape,
prevention, victim services and
how people can help. April is
Sexual Assault Awareness Month
according to Melissa Ward from
the San Bernardino Sexual Assault
Services.
Planned
Parenthood
of
Orange and San Bernardino
Counties provided information on
all reptoductive health services
including STD information, facts
about condoms and birth control,
male services and teen clinics.
The CSUSB Pride Center
gave information and promote
their center which is located in the
Santos Manuel Student Union.
Leticia Salazar A Ilen from the
County of San Bernardino
Department of Public Health
Nutrition P~;ogram promoted better
health through eating more fruits .
and vegetables by handing out
cookbooks.
"The sad part is, we have students in their fourth year here at
CSUSB that didn't even know we
had a health Center," Dr. Shan Pai ·
M.D. said. The center provides
many services such as access to
two physicians, two nurse practitioners, a pharmacy and a counseling center, according to Pai.

rnardi•e

al Assault
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DeAnna Yslas/Chronicle

Along with many other aspects of college life, sexual health and date rape were on the agenda.

the Surfboard as a voice remote. It
can also be used as any other universal remote by manually pressing buttons.
Another feature the remote
boasts is a memo recorder.
If you saw a commercial of a
movie that you wanted to see and .
wanted to be sure to remember that
it is coming out December 9th,
Surfboard would allow you to
record a voice memo up to nine
seconds long. You can include the
date, when you want to reserve
tickets and any other comments
you might want to say about the
movie.
Using the voice recognition of
the Surfboard drains the battery
fast so its manufacturer advises
that its 6-foot long power adapter
often be used. However, the power
adapter can double as a battery
charger for the Surfboard's four,
triple-A rechargeable batteries.
Surfboard's official website
claims that its buttons are "sculpted" and have a "distinctive shape"
which they think will eliminate the
possibility of accidental inputs.
You can buy the Surfboard as well
as look at more of its features on
the web at http://www.surfboardremote.co.uk/index.htm.
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Rockin' Rancho A band-manager
but not a model

Philip Ince
A&E Editor

Loud-guitar riffs, smoke and
lights brought the feeling of a large
rock show to a modest sized night
club when the recipients of two
LA Music awards performed in
Rancho Cucamonga April 14.
In 2006 the San Diego based
foursome Rev won LA Music

awards for "Hard Rock Artist of
the Year" and "Hard Rock Male
Vocalist of the Year." They performed for the first time in the
Inland Empire at Goodfellas night
club.
"They sounded really good
live," CSUSB student Tommy
Harbour said.
"I'm surprised
they're not on tour."
·
Rev's 9-song set included a
cover of ZZ Top's "Beer Drinkers

Philip !nee/Chronicle

Justin Warrick from Rev launches into a powerful guitar riff.

and Hell Raisers" that brought a
new, heavier edge to the classicrock song.
They kicked off their set with
a song titled " o Profit" that's
chunky-guitar riffs, harmonic
squeals and heavy but rhythmic
drumming brought the crowd to its
feet.
Their last song of the night
was called "So Long" and brought
both guitarists to the microphone.
Lead-singer Justin Warrick's voice
and Steve Aguirre's lion-like roar
complimented each other powerfully during the show's closer.
Rev's stage show brings you
into the ultimate rock-and-roll
atmosphere. Smoke machines,
stage lighting, siren light and
Coors-light-microphone
stand
complete the rock show experience.
The bands' fans classify Rev's
music as dancing the line between
hard-rock and heavy metal. Their
ability to create music that women
can dance to while satisfying the
needs of head-hangers and mashers alike shows the bands musical
abilities.
Rev formed in late 2003 when
Warrick and ex-Rev bassist Mike
Peters stayed together after their
previous band broke up.
Aguirre auditioned for the
drummer position but his skills on
the guitar landed him the six-string
gtg.
Shawn Ballard joined the
band in 2006 when Peters quit to
go back to school.
For more information about
Rev you can visit their website at
www.revrox.com or on myspace at
www.myspace.com/revrox.

Oo you wan a career that can be summed up on a piece of paper and f1led away?

Or a career that msp1res others' When you jo1n the U ted Sates Air Fore
with a college degree as a second ieuteoant, you have

~e

opportunity to lead

from day one. And as a commisstoned offtcer. you'll enjoy many b neftts not
often found at most FORTUNE 500 compantes- mctudmg the respect of an
~ntir e

country.

AIRFORCE.COM • 1-800-423·USAF

Sylvia Sahwneh
Staff Writer

The girls had to hit the streets
of Sydney and use their newly
~--- acquired

skills

Jael Strauss was the eighth
girl to be eliminated on America's
Next Top Model (ANTM).
The 22-year-old band manager with the care-free personality is · from Detroit,
Michigan.
April, from cycle 2
ANTM,
and
Garry
Riotto, an actor and
comedian, were the
guests on the Ia
episode of ANTM.
They both attempted
to prepare the girls
future
interviews
April gave them
lesson on the
ence
a "chatterbox"
view.
For practice,
girls interviewed each
other. Jael was paired up
with Dionne.
Later, Tyra Banks
showed up wearing a kangaroo
costume
and
announced to the girls that
dley were going on a trip to
Sydney, Australia.
Erika Heynatz, a supermodel
and the original ho t of Australia's
Next Top Model, met with girls as
soon as they arrived in Sydney and
presented them with their challenge.

to conduct random interviews.
They had to incorporate as much
Aussie slang as possible into those
interviews; they were given an
Aussie slang booklet to use as a
reference. The subject of these
interviews was American fashion
faux-pas.
Natasha was the challenge
winner. She was given the
opportunity to become a
correspondent on The Tyra
Banks Show.
On last week's
episode, instead of having a usual photo shoot,
the girls had to shoot a
Cover Girl commercial
with
thick
"What you
looked like to me is an
· making fun of
a Cover Girl ,"
Banks said.
"You know if
turned up to any
major fashion magazine
and met the editor, I don't
ink she'd get through the
"judge Twiggy said.
an interview, Jael said
she believes the reason why she
got eliminated is because the
judges did not understand her.
ANTM airs every Wednesday at 8
p.m. on the CW.
Courtesy of www.cwtv.com

Chaining herself to the door was not enough to keep Jael
·
Strauss on the current season of America's Next Top Model.
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Prince of Darkn.e ss
·comes ou t of hid Ing
Samantha Clark
Staff Writer

~fter six years, Rock 'n' Roll's
Prince
of Darkness,
Ozzy
Osbourne, is finally releasing a
new album set to release May
22nd.
Entitled "Black Rain," the
album will feature songs titled, "I
Don't Wanna Stop," "Not Going
Away," "Civilize the Univer e,"
"Trap Door" and "Thank God for
the Almighty Dollar."
"It's a well-put together
a lbum. I think it's evident that it
hasn't been just slapped out and
put down," said Osbourne, according to top-40charts.com.
"I thought I'd never write
again without any stimulation,"
Osbourne said according to billboard.com. "I don't want life to go
[to pieces]."
The album, co-produced by
Osbourne and Kevin Churko, was

recorded ·With touring guitarist
Zakk Wylde, bassist Blasko and
drummer
Mike
Bordin
in
Osbourne's home studio in Los
Angeles, located in the newly
soundproofed guest house behi nd
his Beverly Hills mansion.
Many songs on the album
were co-written by Osbourne's
leading guitarist and long time
friend Zakk Wylde who joined
Osbourne's band to replace Jake E.
Lee.
"People say, Why do you keep
goin' to Zakk? Cause you know
what? There ain't no one else like
'em," Osbourne said according to
CNN.com. He comes up with the
stuff, plus the fact he's a family
member. If he said to me, Ozzy, r
need you to do this, will you do
(it)? I wouldn't think twice."
"I always just laugh when
people go, What's it sound like?
and I go, It sounds like an Ozzy
record. lt sounds like Ozzy ,
music," Wylde said according to

ultimateguitar.com. "That's where
it started and tliat's where we'll
always begin and we'll always
end."
The album features a num ber
of songs about Osbourne's unease
with current events.
He told Rolling Stone magazine that the Iraq war weighed
heavily on him as he wrote some
of the songs on the album and used
it as inspiration.
"I just thought there's so much
bad news, the only way I can
release it is to put it in a song,"
Osbourne said according to blabbermouth.net.
He d oesn't want to get as
political w ith this war as some
other artists have with their music.
Osbourne said that it is hard to
mask your political views because
you are affected by what goes on
around you and don't realize it.
"Lay Your World on Me," one
of the eleven tracks on the album,
was inspired by Osbourne's wife,

Sharon, and her recent battle with
breast cancer.
Osbourne and his band kick
off their tour to support the album
on May 27th in Moscow. The four
will last until July 6th.
He'll headline the 12th annual
Ozzfest tour beginning July 12 in
Seattle along with Lamb of God,
Lordi and Hatebreed.
Osbourne
made
the
announcement that Ozzfest
will be free to everyone this
summer.
Fans will be able to use a
code found in specia lly marked
copies of "B lack Rain" where
they can redeem two tickets off
of www. ozzfest. com. sta rting
M a y 22.
Osbourne and hi s band are
sure to play some of "B lack
Rain" during Ozzfest.
For more information about
Osbourne or O zzfest you can
visit
www.ozzy.com
or
www.ozzfest. com
f

Courtesy of yahoo.com

Ozzy Osbourne's first album in 6 years will be in stores May 22
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CSUSB students showcase their artistic talents
Am and a Kemp
Staff Writer

The confetti-throwing punk
band What Hands Are For, won
Best in Show and a prize of $500
at the 6th annual Talent Show on
April 13 , 2007.
The CSUSB Student Union
Program Board (SUPB) presented
the ta lent show that included
dance, song, comedy, raffles and a
special appearance by the
University Dance Company in the
Studen~ Union building w ith more
than 200 people in attendance.
With a. red carpet entrance,
lights, glitz and glamour, the audience knew they were in for a show.
Under the Influence performed an energetic rock song that
won the crowd over.
"We played well ," Scott
Kolarik, member of Under the
lnfluence, said.
Joanna Reyes followed with a
cultural Polynesian dance performance.
Lady Justice accompanied by
Jeremy Fenton sang "Sam's Song"
while playing her acoustic guitar.

Jeremy Vasquez, wanted to African- Peruvian Dance with
"uplift mankind" by perfonning a modem dance moves.
poem with the hopes of bringing
Shantal
Anderson
saog
"food for the mind" for the judges "Impossible," originally perand the audience.
formed by Christina Aguilera,
John Higgins made the song while making her way down from
"Everything I Do," originally sung the stage to give a personal concert
by Bryan Adams, h is own by to m.embers of the audience.
acknowledging the people that are
The dance group Hot Fire on
important in his life.
Three performed with the intensity
After intermission, What of the group's name.
Hands Are For performed their
The audience responded with
original song "We Move Clouds."
the same amount of energy as
With a performance classified three dancers.
as "craziness/rock", which includThe categories of the talent
ed loud drums, strong vocals, a show were singing, dancing, varistriped tank top and confetti , there ety and best in show.
was no question why the judges
The prizes included $500
picked them as Best in Show.
for best in show, $250 for first
Ryan Tamashiro' and another place in each category and $50
dance performer demonstrated for the second p lace in each
their skills on the dance floor with category.
a break-dance routine that includColton took second p lace
ed head-spins and back-flips.
and Anderson took first place
With aspirations to join . in the singing category.
American Idol later this year,
Hot Fire on Three received
Kimberly Colton sang a self writ- second place and Alvarado won
ten monologue followed by the first place in the dancing category.
song "Does My Ring Bum Your
Second place in the variety
Finger?" originally sung by Lee categ ory w e nt to Vasquez and
Ann: Womack.
f irst place went to the rock
Maria Alvarado perfonned an band Under the Influence.

~----~------------~------------~

Samantha Ramia/Chronicle

CSUSB Talent Show winners What Hands Are For show us what it takes to win Best In Show.
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Goodies at oldies
Eshil Omar
Staff Writer

•

Who doesn't love a piece of
pie or a slice of yummy moist
cake?
With Motown in the air and
sweet goodies laid out on a table,
the temptation for students to not
walk in and check out the Oldies
Cafe is a hard one.
The Adult Re-Entry Center
hosted the Oldies Cafe last
Wednesday the 17th from 4-6 p.m
in the Bay at the Student Union.
For many students who were
on a budget, the event was a real
treat.
It is not everyday you can
have handmade fresh right out the
oven desserts for free.
To many international students it served as a piece of
America and to locals a reminder
of what we all have in common - a
sweet tooth.

Judy Cruz of the Adult ReEntry Center hosted the event and
raffled off CDs to students and
participating staff.
The Pride and Women's
Resource Centers came out to support the event.
"We all need down time,"
Cruz said. "We are looking to
make this the hub of the campus
where we can bring the campus
community together."
If that was the case, mission
accomplished.
The diversity of students with
the fondness for Oldies and sweet
teeth was vast.
About 100 students came in
and out of the Bay, in and between
classes, to scoop up 270 slices of
Mommie Helen's pies and cakes.
Momrnie Helen 's is famous
for its sweet potato pies and
mouth-watering Earthquake cake
which was "still warm" on arrival
to campus according to Cruz. She
also mentioned how Shaquille

O'Neil has ordered sweet potato
pies from there to be freeze dried
and shipped to his home in Florida
on the account of how delicious
they are.
The main purpose of the event
was to create a social environment
for students on campus.
Indeed, the aromatic smell of
fresh berry cobbler and the soulful
groove of James Brown kept the
crowd from leaving.
Motown music was ideal for
the diverse crowd of all ages in
attendance.
All students there were enjoying the social experience. Many
students picked up other material
about other events on campus from
an informational table towards the
entry way of the Bay.
"We like to use music, it
allows people to converse .. .we
even had a group start dancing,"
Cruz said
The next event is Hip-Hop
Coffee House from 3-5 p.m .

Eshil Omar/Chronicle

The smell of fresh berry cobbler filled the air at the Oldies Cafe, students that attended the event
were able to enjoy free food and good tunes.

It isn 't all in the hips
WendyDiaz
Staff Writer

CSUSB now offers belly
dancing at the new Recreational
Center. Classes have already
begun and instruction is being led
by Lynne Richardson.
Those already taking her
classes have begun learning various techniques and styles in belly
dancing.

Richardson provides hip
scarves which she instructs her students to wear.
"Ifl can hear the scarves then
I know where the hips are moving,
even though I can't see them," she
said.
Students have been lining up
to j oin Richardson.
.Some of the people waiting
for instructions to begin have
known Richardson and were looking forward to her class.

"I have been taking belly
dancing with Richardson fo r some
time and it is really fun. I always
come back," Tina Bailie said.
Others bumped into it by
chance and noticed the schedule.
"We were just walking by and
saw it announced. W,e thought it
would be fun," Candice Hughes
and Christy Descoteaux said .
Richardson began her class
with <ijsco music and a good
stretch. Afterwards the music

Ca
Do you hold a college degree?

changed into more traditional
styles for belly dancing.
"Keep your stomach tucked
in. Today you will learn to work on
moves like the shimmy, figureeight, and the camel," Richardson
Sll.id as she dem_o nstrated each
move.
The abdominal muscles and
numerous muscle groups w ill definitely get a work out from belly
dancing. .
For those concerned that you
need to work on the cardiovascular
aspect, don't worry, there is plenty
of sweating and moving.
The class is very up-beat and
the music is changed continuously.
Those bored easily will have ·
no problem because Richardson
often changed the sty le of the
classroom by having the students
sit on the floor while working the
moves.
Richardson has b~en be1)y
dancing for over seven years,
although she has been interested in
the history and art of the dancing
since 1988 when she traveled to
Egypt.
Richardson's personal style
focuses on the Egyptian way of
belly dancing. There are various
styles and methods associated with
belly dancing.
This dance form has evolved
in many different countries
through different ways, therefore
there is little information oh how it
was practiced centuries ago.
"The new style emerging is
A.T.S., which is American Tribal

Wendy DiazfChronicle

Instructor Lynne Richardson leads the class in stretches before
teaching them the basics of belly dancing
Style although many instructors nights starting at 6:30 p .m.
follow the original styles from although the schedule may'change.
countries like Turkey and Egypt Check with the front desk of the
and anywhere in the Middle East," Recreational Center. •
Classes have been filling fast
Richardso.n said.
"There is more to belly dane- . and space is limited. Those intering than shaking your hips. There ested in taking the class can show
are basic moves involved like the -up ready to have fun and learn.
"The classes will follow a proundulation, rhythm and music
aspects of belly dancing." gressive format," Richardson said.
Richardson said.
As well as teaching once a
The class is free of charge and week, she ·also teaches at Oasis
w ill be held at the new Dance Studio in Highland as well as
Recreational Centei· Monday Yucca Valley Recreational Services.

Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 months, or
be a paidintern teacher while you complete the program,
The College of Education at California State University San
·Bernardino has programs .in Elementary. Secondary, Bilingual
and Special Education.

Take·a positiv: step ~oward your future!
·Call us today at: (909) 531·5603

Wendy Diaz/Chronicle

Tin a Bailie and other women take advantage of t he free belly dancing classes offered in the new
student recreation center.
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Students make silence known
..

Nick De Lee1n
Staff Writer

a.m. to 7:30p.m. and pass out colored "speaking cards" to explain
their intentions in keeping with the
National Day of Silence on April

For a day high schools and
universities across the nation have
fallen silent and the atmosphere at
CSUSB was no different.
Students all over campus
pledged to remain silent from 10

18.
· The silent protest served to
bring to light the silence that members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender (LGBT) community along with their straight allies

Nick De Leon/Chronicle

Student Jeremy Vasquez (left) hugs Sandy Naranjo, a silent student that participated in the National Day of Silence to help raise
awareness.

must face on a daily basis as a
result of discrimination, harassment and prejudice.
For those who are either not
part of the LGBT or don't know
anyone within that community,
very little is known about the Day
of Silence.
The
particip ant's
role
becomes that of not only a silent
protester, but also educator with
the use of their "speaking cards."
The "speaking cards" as a
result educate people about the day
itself and the anti-LGBT treatment
it protests, bringing the end of
injustice towards LGBT closer.
For Kristen Tahour, a Senior
at CSUSB, silence was used to her
advantage.
"It kind of forced people to
pay attention ... if you are not normally silent," Tahour said. "When
you are silent, people tend to ask
.why. By explaining to them about
Day of Silence you can help spread
the word about discrimination
against the lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender community and
hopefully help end it."
Students found ways to
express their opinions regarding
the importance that the Day o~
Silence holds through such methods as notepads and sticky notes,
despite their pledge not to speak.
One student who felt strongly
about the message behind the Day
of Silence was Katrina Meyer.
"The day for me is about recognizing the injustices that LGBT
individuals face and many are
forced to suffer in silence," Meyer
said. "My silence is to make others
aware of these issues and help
break th~ silence."

Meyer also went on to say that
the Day of Silence carries particular importance to her because she
has fa~ed prejudice first-hand on
campus in the form of verbal gaybashing, ignorance and intoler·ance.
The message of non-violent
protest was not lost on those who
chose to not participate in the Day
of Silence.
Among the day's speaking
allies was Jeremy' Vasquez, a
Psychology major at CSUSB.
"I admire their conviction. Ifl
wasn't such a big mouth, I'd do it
too." Vasquez said just before giving Sophomore Sandy Naranjo,
who was silent for the day, a
friendly hug.
Over 150 students organized
the first Day of Silence at the
University of Virginia (UVA) in
1996.
The day was taken national
the following year due to its widespread success at UVA taking the
silent protest from one university
to nearly I 00 colleges and universities across the country.
In 2001, the Gay, Lesbian and
Straight Educational Network
became the official organizational
sponsor of the Nati~rial Day of
Silence and in doing so brought
greater resources and funding.
In 2002, the National Day of
Silence received greater recognition when a resolution supporting
the goal~ of the Day of Silence was
bropght to Congress earning the
support of 29 co-signers.
Meanwhile that same year in
California, Gov. Gray Davis proclaimed Aprit lOth National Day
of Silence.

Nick De Leon/Chronicle

Student Sandy Naranjo shows off her "speaking card" to explain
to others why she is silent.
Currently the National Day of
For more information on the
Silence is in its II th year with National Day of Silence, visit
thousands of high chool and col- the website at www.dayofsileges in participation.
lence.org.

Holocaust remembrance
Cross-Cultural Center help raises awareness
Larry Palacios
Staff Writer

Genetic experiments were
conducted on twins in order to
study them. Testing was also done
on infertile woman in order to see
if they could still be able to conceive.
A video was also being shown
cal)ed "Broken Silence," which
was directed by Steven Spielberg.
The goal of the video was to
·record
the
testimonies of
Holocaust survivors and allow it to
be a teaching resourcfi as well as a
historical one.
/
When Casimiro was asked
why it is important to remember
the atrocities that took place during the Holocaust she said, "The
month of April is important in that
many things occurred during this
month, not just the Holocaust. It's
part of the element that exists.''
It is important to remember
that death is happening all the

time. People are being slaughtered
in qther countries and if we can
take something away from the
Holocaust event, it is that we must
learn that evil is everywhere.
Actions must be taken to prevent further genocide.
"The · idea that the Holocaust
was
a
massive
genocide.
Something that involves massive
death. It's always happening. It
can happen at any time. It's past,
present and future," Casimiro said.
The Cross Cultural Center's
main goal is to allow individuals to
explore their own cultures as well
as those from all over the world.
The Cross Cultural Center
allows students to embrace diversity which makes students appreciate those around them.
For more information on future
events visit the Cross Cultural Center
oolireatbttp://~csusb .edu.

Millions of human lives were
lost during the Holocaust. The
atrocities that took place we.re
enormous and one can only hope
they never occur again.
To remind students of the evil
that occurred in Europe, the Cross
Cultural Center held a Holocaust
Remembrance event at CSU_SB.
The •exhibit was held in the
Santos Manuel Student Center
from April 16-20, starting at 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., and was free of
charge.
Holocaust Remembrance Day
is observed on the evening ofApril
15th to the 16th.
People from all over the world ··
take part in various ceremonies
and it was nice to see CSUSB do .
the same.
Charlene Casimiro was the
coordinator of the event and it was
her hope that students could learn
more about the Holocaust.
"I wanted• to give students a
chance to see photos, to let them
remember what
happened,"
Casimiro said. "I wanted to allow
them to see the reality and affects
of the Holocaust."
Upon entering the exhibit,
your vision was led to the walls
where there were countless blackand-white photos showing the
magnitude of the Holocaust.
There were also pictures of
mass graves, trucks full of dead
bodies and children that had been
killed and left on the ground.
One picture that was particularly haunting was one of a group
of children who looked like nothing more than skin and bones.
They were starving to death.
Also on display was a projector showing slides of information ·
that relates to the Holocaust.
Close to 9.5 million Jews
Larry Palacios!Chronicle
were affected by the Holocaust and Tracie Lents fills out a slip to shows her support and condoclose to 6 million lives were lost.
lences for those individuals that were involved.
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Presidential spring training
everybody has faith that if just a
few breaks fall their way, and a
couple of opposing teams' managers get caught peddling steroids
to preschoolers or bogus opposition research to the Washington
Post, they got a shot. Except the
Marlins and Dennis Kucinich, that
is.

Will Durst
Political Comedia11

enes
tial politics may be 19 months
down the road, but the players are
already lacing up their cleats and
playing pepper with fungo bats on
the sandlots of Iowa and New
Hampshire. Yes, my friends, it's
spring training for the presidency.
A spring training where
fundraising takes the place of calisthenics. And batting clinics are
supplanted by fundraising. And the
closet full of Ace Bandages is now
packed with envelopes earmarked
for. .. you got it, fundraising.
With no sitting president or
vice-president running for the ftrst
time in 80 years, the '08 field
promises to be more crowded than
a trainer's table after the first day
of wind sprints for pitchers and
Molinas.
Besides, this is America.
Where any Dominican can become
a shortstop and any American can
become president, although when
they coined that phrase, I'm not
sure they had Geoq~e Bush in
mind.
So here is our scouting report
on some of the announced and presumed contenders for the upcoming political season in which

The Democrat windup:
DEMOCRATIC LEAGUE:
The Donkeys.
7 to 2. New York Senator
Hillary Clinton. Like the Yankees
she's a converted fan of, acts
miffed nomination isn't just handed to her and instead has to actually compete for it.
4 to l. Illinois Senator Barack
Obama. Might not be ready for
hardball practiced at this level.
Already got into a pimp-slapping
contest with Hillary and lost.
7 to 1. Former North Carolina
Senator John Edwards. Clinging to
trademark "Two Americas" pitch.
Extra four years of Bush inight
help public catch-up to message.
15 to l. Former VP AI Gore.
Lurking on deck ready to bop
someone on head with his Oscar
until Florida Supreme Court takes
it away.
50 to I. Delaware Senator Joe
Biden. Back on disabled list with
persistent foot-in-mouth disease. A
little too comfortable flossing with
own shoelaces.
500 to 1. The Field. New
Mexico Governor Bill Richardson.
In it for the Vice Presidency.
Connecticut Senator Chris Dodd.
In it for the parties.
Former Alaska Senator Mike
Gravel. Who? Gravel? Alaska?
Cool. In it for Secretary of the
Interior.
8,000,000 to l. Former Ohio
Senator Dennis Kucinich. Could

lose Iowa straw poll to the straw.

The Republican pitch:
REPUBLICAN · LEAGUE:
The Elephants.
3 to l. Former New YO£k City
Mayor Rudy Giuliani. His
Highlighting commitment to traditional family values.
Having had three wives just
means he's extra traditional. Better
chance to win Series than to get
there.
9 to 2. Arizona Senator John
McCain. Wily veteran. Lost a few
miles on his fastball. Doubts persist as to whether he is up for long,
grueling season.
6 to l. Former Massachusetts
Governor Mitt Romney. Wearing
AI Gore's oversized flip flops.
Also has Mormon thing to get past.
Might be a positive.
Public gets bored with 1st
Lady, can always move on to 2nd
Lady, then 3rd Lady and so on.
15 to I. Fred Thompson.
Warming up in bullpen, if needed
to relieve. Of course America
would never accept an actor as
president. Oh.
200 to !. Former Governor of
New York, George Pataki. Bad
timing. Country not ready for
another president named George.
Severe 3rd Degree George fatigue.
400 to I . Former Arkansas
Governor Mike Huckabee. Bad
timing. Country not ready for
another governor of Arkansas as
president. Arkansas fatigue.
5000 to 1. The Field California
Congressman Duncan Hunter. In it for
2012. Texas~RooPaullnit
for Texas. Kansas Senator Sam
Brownback. In it for the babies.
Colorado Congressman Tom Tancredo.
In it to g~t the illegals. Fa:tm"Wamsin
Govwrr Tommy Thompson. In it for
the cheese.

.

Dafne Solano/Chronicle

Our campus police and administration are foreyer creating new strategies to handle emergencies.

Virginia Tech fragedy hits home
Dafoe Solano
Staff Writer

Anyone who has turned on a
television, picked up a paper or
surfed the net in the last week has
seen details surrounding the
tragedy
at
Virginia
Tech
University. The coverage is everywhere.
Threats and scares have been
reported across the nation in campuses such as the University of
Minnesota, University of Colorado
and San Diego State University, in
the few days following the incident. One wonders how we as a
nation will be affected by this horrific massacre.
With the looming fear of
copycat killings, campuses across
the nation are heightening security
and ensuring extra precautions are
being taken.
Media coverage of the
Virginia Tech tragedy has sparked
dialogue about a number of controversial issues such as gun control, campus safety and mental
health.
Here at CSUSB, we have our

Student Health and Psychological
Counseling Center which provides
services in general student health
as well as counseling for depression, anxiety, relationship concerns, stress and situational problems.
CSUSB Freshman Maria
Valdivia expressed her concern for
the way that Virginia Tech chose to
handle Cho Seung-Hui's apparent
psychological problems, "This
could have been prevented if his
behavior had been monitored and
not ignored."
Anyone who's anyone with an
opinion seems to want to point a
finger somewhere. It may be said
that much of this is due to the constant development of the story and
the need for a resolution.
The truth is that with the man
behind the massacre dead, answers
about why this event occurred or
what could have been done to prevent it will never be resolved. It
can only be concluded that this
disturbed man may have been
beyond hope and beyond the help
that was offered him.
The only thing left to establish
as the CSUSB community is what

'
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we should learn from this? Dr.
Albert Karnig, CSUSB President,
gives his words of advice. "We
need to be in support of each other;
we must have empathy, concern
and affection for each other while
remaining tough-minded when it is
important."
It could be extremely easy to
make this tragedy affect us in a
negative manner. "Unless you
change the nature of the University
and have it become more similar to
that of airport-like security, it is
unlikely to prevent an occurrence
such as this," Kamig said
With safety being the main
concern, it is possible to have a
secure campus without having to
resort to such drastic measures.
This unfortunate tragedy
gives us the opportunity to review
safety procedures and responsibilities. We cannot ignore our responsibility as students to live up to the
standards of a close community
and have genuine care and concern
for each other.
This campus is what binds all
our separate lives together and that
is something to be valued and protected at all costs.

, ,

www.caglecartoons.com

The Chronicle staff's hearts and prayers go out to all those affected by the Virginia Tech massacre.
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Don't be afraid to stand up and help someone who just needs someone to look after them .
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The last znale
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CSUSB Women's tennis ended at Sonoma State
Tournament for collegians on
Apri
l 26 through April29.
Staff Writer
Joy is now 23-5 in three
CCAA seasons and 4 1-7 overall.
Cal State San Bernardino
"Jennifer Joy definitely stood
Women's Tennis teat;n played their out all season. Even played against
last finale to Sonoma State the top school in our league,
University on April 14, 2007.
UCSD, she was the only one to
The Sonoma State women's win her match. No matter who we
tennis team cruised to their second p lay, we can usually count on at
CCAA victory in as many days on least Jenn winning," said Sherry
Saturday with an 8-1 thumping of Leuthold, CSUSB tennis player.
CSUSB. The win left the
The Palm Desert resident was
Seawolves at 5-8, 3-4 CCAA.
the CCAA most valuable player in
CSUSB finished the 2007 sea- · 2006 as a sophomore and the conson with a 3-13 record and a 1-9 ference's freshman of the year in
record in the CCAA.
2005.
Sonoma State finished the
She was previously honored
CCAA schedule 6-4 and is 8-8 as player of the week in the CCAA
overall.
on Feb. 5-11, Feb. 26-March 4 and
Junior tennis p layer Jennifer March 5-l.
Joy was se.lected as the
Joy was teamed with her 2007
Penn/California
Collegiate doubles partner, sophomore Leslie
Athletic Association "player of the Horn, Joy was 4-6 in the CCAA
week" for the fourth time this sea- and 8-8 overall.
son for her winning performances
Junior Jennifer J,o y of Palm
in two CCAA matches this past Desert defeated Stephanie Luk of
week.
SSU at No.1 singles, 6-1, and 6-0,
Jennifer Joy avenged her only to finish the conference season
conference loss last Thursday, with a 9-l record.
April 12, 2007 with a 6-2, 6-4 win
Earlier in the week, she
over CSULA tennis player, avenged her only loss in CCAA
Krishana DeSi lva and then closed play with a 6-4, 6-2 wins 'over
out her CCAA dual match season CSULA tennis player, Krishana
with a 6-1, 6-0 romp over SSU ten- DeSilva.
nis p layer, Stephanie Luk.
Joy, who will compete in the
She finished her 2007 CCAA 107th
annual
Ojai
Valley
season at 9-1 in the CCAA at No. I Tournament (collegiate women's
singles and 14-2 overall as she pre- division) on April26 through April
pares to compete in the I 07th Ojai 29, finishes the regular season with
Valley Invitational
a 14-2 overall record at No. 1 sin-

Asparana Huor

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Jennifer Joy, Wo'men's tennis player kept the girls pumped out througho4t the season, winning
aga!nst the 'Yotes most challenging opponents, UCSD.

gles.
She was the 2006 CCAA player of the year and the 2005 CCAA
freshman of the year.
Joy's three-year singles record
in CCAA play stands at 23 -5.
Overall, she is 41-7. Sonoma State
won the other five singles matches.
In doubles, Joy and partner
Leslie Horn, lost to the SSU duo of
Luk and Laura Robertson, 8-4. The
other two doubles matches were
canceled.
Cal State San Bernardino got
a win at No. I singles from Joy, but
other than that it was all
Seawolves on Saturday afternoon.
SSU got out to a 3-0 lead after
doubles; and then took five of the
six singles competitions.
"This season J learned that
community college competition is
much different than four--year unicompetition,"
said
versity
Leuthold.
Leuthold played two years of
tennis at Mt. San Jacinto
Community College before play.ing for the Coyotes.
"I started playing tennis my
sophomore year of high school, so
I've been playing for about seven
years," said Leuthold.
"I did pretty well when I
played tennis for my community
college, but playing here was a
kick in the butt," said Leuthold.
The lady Coyotes tennis team
season is over, although they have
plenty of time over the off-season
to improve.

The 'fantankef' syndrOme
Joshua Gutierrez
Staff Writer
Enthusiastic and professional individuals are invited to apply to teach
English conversation to adults and/or children at one of our 300 AEON
schools throughout Japan.

Ongoing interviews are held in Los Angeles.
BA/BS required. Seniors should apply now!
Japanese language or teaching experience not necessary.
Vtsit our website and apply online today. www.aeonet.com
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Regardlc;ss of the sport, teams
play to win, not lose.
The NBA draft lottery has setoff quite a stir this season, causing
some fans to think that NBA teams
are losing games in order to pick
up next season's big prospect.
Intentional losing, better
termed as "tanking," is a strategy
some believe that teams use in
order to be the worst team in the
league, thereby bettering their
chances for the number one pick in
the NBA draft.
This is not a new idea. In fact
many have made a big deal of this
before, causing the NBA to create
a draft lottery and· incorporate
some element of chance.
The lottery is complicated and
mathematical, with its intention to
keep the draft process fair.

Sixteen of the 30 NBA teams
make it to the playoffs each season, leaving the final fourteen as
the teams eligible to enter the lottery.
The team with the worst record
in the draft has a 25 percent chance
of getting the first pick, the second
worst team has a 19.9 percent
chance, and the options keep dropping all the way to the 14th ranked
team who are given a 0.5 percent
chance of getting the first pick.
Basically, by having the worst
record in the league, your chances
of landing Greg Oden or Kevin
Durant, college's two biggest
names last season, rise immensely.
Suddenly, losing has its advantages.
ESPN
columnist
Bill
Simmons calls fans who root for
their teams to lose, "fantankers,"
and argues that such fans want to
see their teams do better in the
long run, even if that means losing

~~~~~
Courtesy of http://media.thevictoriaadvocate.com

NBA Texas Longhorn player, Kevin Durant was drafted to the
Boston Celtics.

The w orld you teach is
the world they will

change.
Once you complete your bachelor's degree: Azusa Paciftc
University (APU) offers 26 opportunities at 7 conventent Southerh
Californialocations for you to become a teacher, counselor, coach,
or administrator. And, because APU is one of only five NCATE
accredited Californta private schools, you receive excellent
preparation recognized by all 50 states and internationally. If
you are not interested in pursuing a degree in education, APU
also offers numerous other master's and doctoral programs to
help you accomplish your academic and career aspirations.
To schedule a personal appotntment or apply for
an upcoming term:

~ (800) TALK-APU or (626) 815-4570
~ www.apu.edu/education/t1ps
~ graduatecenter@apu.edu

I&

~-

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVER S ITY

901 E. Alosta Ave .
Azusa. CA. 91 702

I

Courtesy of http://paul.rmc.fr

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.
0307

Pau Gasol, one of the greatest national players, of the San
Antonio Spurs.

a few games or so.
The problem is that fans end up
paying to watch games like April
the 4th debacle between the
Boston Celtics and Milwaukee
Bucks in which both teams
benched their best players who
were claimed to be "injured."
Second string players filled
the courts in a match that looked
more like a preseason game than
an actual NBA contest.
Entering the week of April 16
to the 22, the NBA's worst team is
the Memphis Grizzly, which
boasts an unimpressive, 2 1-60
record.
Ironically, the NBA's worst
team also is home to one of the
greatest international players, Pau
Gasol, who racked up an impressive 25 points and 15 rebounds in a
win against the NBA's third ranked
team, the San Antonio Spurs on

;'<

April16.
This leads me to believe that
the NBA's worst teams are not
"tanking" games, but are losing
because they are simply not good.
Alone, Pau Gasol cannot take the
Grizzlies to the national championship; basketball is a team game.
Case in point, the Atlanta
Hawks, the NBA's fourth worst
team, have had a losing record for
years, not because they are "tanking," but because· they lack firm
management and team chemistry,
just like the four other losing
teams.
At the end of it all, the Boston
Celtics will end up with Kevin
Durant and a 28-54 record for the
2008 season, while fhe Dallas
Mavericks will continue to play
team ball and pick up their second
National
consecutive
Championship.

1,·- ---- ---
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Coyote baseball strikes out
Kevin Manning
Staff Writer
The Coyotes Men's Baseball
Team finished up a grueling series
with Sonoma State University on
April 15, winning only one out of
four games.
Going into the series they
were ranked 7th in the conference,
but after the upsetting series they
are unsure of there · standing,
according to head coach ParnelL
They won the first game 4-3,
but SSU swept them in the last
three.
This bought their record to 2218 overall and 13-15 in the CCAA.
However, Cal State L.A. used
a player that already exceeded his
15-quarters of full-time college
attendance.

The Coyotes record is now
15-13 in the conference and 24-16
overall.
In an article posted on
www.goccaa.org Cal State LA.
Director of Athletics Dan Bridges
said: "We are deeply disappointed
that this happened, but .the facts of
the case are clear. A completely
unintentional, but nevertheless
serious oversight was . made for
which we are taking responsibility
and accepting the consequences.
We are determined to learn from
this, make all necessaty adjustments, and move on."
CSLA will drop the three
games, bring down their record to
37-7-1 overall and 20-4 in the season.
But it will not affect their
chances in the conference, accordto Parnell.

Kevin Manning/Chronicle

CSUSB baseball pitcher, Tyler Cross who previously played for
College of the Desert.

"This puts back in contention
for the conference," Parnell said.
The Coyotes have done well
throughout the season facing lesser
opponents but when coming up
against top ranked schools like
CSLA they have not produced.
"The season started off well,"
Parnell said. "We have had some
injuries that we have had to over
come."
Early in the season the
Coyotes relief pitching has been in_
bad repair with guys out with
injuries.
"One issue we have had is
relief pitching. It is kind of banged
up right now with players out due
to injuries," Parnell said.
Two key relief pitchers,
Theron Cueva, has been out most
of the season due to an arm injury,
but is slowly making his way back.
Jose Hernandez is injured and
has been out.
"These are quality relief
guys," Parnell said.
The Coyotes have not fared so
well in the last two series, one
against powerhouse Cal State L.A.
and the other to Sonoma State.
"We have given up too many
runs in the last two series," Parnell
said.
This is not good if they want
to keep their contention for the
conference title.
The next series is vital for the
team to keep their bid alone.
"Wi! cannot afford to drop
games," Parnell said. "We cannot
afford not to play well against lesser opponents."
The Coyotes went into tlieir
third-to-last series April 20 against
San Francisco State, which is
ranked 7-35 overall and 5-23
CCAA. The Coyotes then will
play a non-conference game
against Arizona University.
Kevin Manning/Chronicle
The last two games will be at Coyote pitcher, Ward Munich; before CSUSB player at
Southwestern community college for two years.
Arrowhead Credit Union field.

Rising to the top
CSUSB Women's- w.at~rpolo is rocking their
season away with 20 wins and 15 losses
~risten Angon
Staff Writer

pete, and are currently leading the
season with 20 wins and 15 losses.
Among many other competitive
CSUSB women's water polo sports, water polo is a game of
team is rising to the top due to their strategy. You must first have a
brilliant offensive and defensive strong defense in order to attack
lineup.
with fierce drivers.
The women's water polo team.
According to head coach Tom
has proven their ability to com- Finwall, the two CSUSB driv~rs

Kristen Angon/Chronicle

Women's water polo player, Freja Berg waiting for a pass from
her teammate.

who have really stood out this year
are Freyja Berg and Sabrina
Marquez.
Berg has made a tremendous
impact by leading the team with 94
goals, out of only 35 games.
Marquez is trailing behind her
with a remarkable 65 goals.
"Both players are excellent outside shooters and have a lot to contribute to the team," Finwall said.
One key point that the head
coach stressed was that the team
this year has an permanent goalie.
After all, what's a goal scoring
team without someone to save the
net? This year, one of the strongest
assets to the team is goalkeeper
Heather Dohy.
Last year, Dohy shared goalkeeping duties early on in the season, but took over as the team's
main one.
She finished off the season with
224 saves and will, hopefully, surpass the total this year.
Dohy should have no problem
finishing off the season with a
higher tally, because Coach
Finwall said "her saves per game
are outstanding!"
Along with pure talent, it is
worth acknowledging that the
Coyote team as a whole has a tactic that is simply not teachable.
It has now become apparent
throughout the season that the
women's polo team is learning

Kristen Angon/Chronicle

Have a
heart
wear a
hat
Matt Phelps
Copy Editor
When
the
Wash ington
Nationals took the field for their
April 17 baseball game against the
Atlanta Braves, the crowd cheered
and cameras flashed all over.
The teams played nine innings
of baseball with the Washington
Nationals losing 6-4. The story
wasn't the game it was the
Washington Nationals players.
The whole team ran onto the
field wearing Virginia Tech baseball caps in honor of the tragic
shooting rampage at Virginia Tech
that happened on April 16. ·
A moment of silence was also
held before games on April 16 and
17 in honor of all of the victims.
According to the Associated
Press the idea came from a fan
who e-mailed team president Stan

~~ f~I1:
The team then ran it by Major
League Baseball Commissioner
Bud Selig and chief operating officer Bob DuPuy who were
"instantly supportive."
"When I read it, I thought,
'Wow. This is really nice,"'
Kasten said in the Associated
Press. "It was the very least we
could do."
This tribute was seen across the
nation on both sports news and
nightly news. lt captured the
thoughts of many Americans
about Virginia Tech.
People may not have seen
these hats as that important before
the shootings but now they have a
whole new meaning.
We all look at them as our
nation's voice in support for the
victims of that dreadful ,disaster.
It was truly remarkable for a
baseball team to come out in unison honoring Virginia Tech by
doing such a small task as wearing
a hat.
The fact that one fan's suggestion could stand for a nation's
support and· sorrows toward
Virginia Tech.
NASCAR has also chosen to
put small emblems on the cars for
the next few races in honor of
everyone at Virginia Tech. .
These gestures showed everyone what sports can do for the
human heart.
Through this troubled time it
can be a helping hand for those
who were affected by the tragedy.
It is nice to see that even professional athletes who make an
abundance of money have the
respect to go out as a team and
wear the Virginia Tech hats to
honor the victims of this horrendous event.
Their gesture spoke for not (
only their team but the sports
world as well.

H20 Polo player, Heather Dohy ready to take a shot.
from its mistakes.
Early on, the Coyotes lost 9-7
to the University of Redlands
(UofR).
On March 17th, the Coyotes
met up again with UotR at the
CSM water polo tournament.
CSUSB defeated UofR with a
9-6 win and a victorious defeat.
One thing that this team can
definitely take away from the sea-

son is that they've learned to capitalize on their mistakes.
Finwall said that "this team is
a hard working group and has done
a tremendous job all year long."
Coach Finwall, who was named
"Coach of the Year" in 2004, will
hopefully lead the women's water
polo team to produce a winning
season, and lead them to the
NCAA Championships this May.
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